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Abstract: This study introduces e-mobility for humanitarian purposes and presents the first
investigation of innovative e-mobility transport solutions (e.g., e-bike, e-stretcher, and drone)
for mountain rescue. In practice, it is largely unclear which e-mobility transport solutions might
be suitable and what selection attributes are to be considered. The subsequent study supports
the technology selection process by identifying and measuring relevant selection attributes to
facilitate the adoption of e-mobility in this domain. For the purpose of this study, a multi-method
research approach that combines qualitative and quantitative elements was applied. In the first step,
results of a systematic search for attributes in literature were combined with inputs gained from
unstructured expert interviews and discussions. The perceived importance of the identified selection
attributes was then measured by analyzing survey data of 341 rescue workers using the best-worst
scaling methodology. Finally, the results were reiterated in another expert discussion to assess
their overall validity. Study results indicate that e-mobility transport solutions need to primarily
enhance operational performance and support the safety of mountain rescue personnel. Surprisingly,
economic and sustainability aspects are less of an issue in the process of technology selection.
Keywords: e-mobility; mountain rescue operations; emergency response; multi-method-research;
best–worst scaling
1. Introduction
E-mobility, which includes every means of transport powered by an electric powertrain [1],
has recently been gaining momentum due to its promising potential for tackling the ecologic problems
of today’s society. It has the capability to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase energy efficiency,
and foster renewable power production, which are well-recognized properties by governments and
policymakers [2]. European countries regularly play a leading role in the wide-ranging implementation
of e-mobility [3]. This trend is slowly taking hold on a global scale. Various countries and organizations
pursue an intensified adoption of e-mobility, which is not only limited to automobiles. In many other
application areas, performance gains can also be achieved in terms of logistics and transportation due
to novel e-mobility transport solutions [4]. In this regard, the fields of disaster relief and humanitarian
logistics are focused on not only harnessing the ecologic benefits of e-mobility but also creating entirely
new technological solutions to improve their performance when supporting people in need [5–7], as do
mountain rescue (MR) services.
MR services are the primary responders in accident cases in alpine areas as well as in humanitarian
disasters, where they become an integral part in the alleviation of human suffering. Prominent examples
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of such cases are earthquakes, such as the Amatrice earthquake in 2016 [8], large-scale avalanches,
landslides and floods. During their operations, the MR services are often exposed to a multitude of
challenges when taking care of and evacuating patients from remote locations. Relevant operations
include patient localization and transportation, which regularly take place in isolated and potentially
dangerous terrains and under harsh weather conditions [9]. These challenges negatively affect
the overall logistics and transportation performance of MR services, often resulting in relatively
time-consuming ascents and descents to the prior location of the patient [10]. Furthermore, no two
emergencies are the same; rather, they can be described as heterogeneous and dynamic in nature,
involving numerous and varied combinations of actors, skills, equipment, and environmental conditions.
With the equipment currently available, rescue services often reach their operational limits when it
comes to efficiently handling these drivers of complexity [11]. Additionally, alpine leisure activities are
rising in popularity due to increased accessibility to remote mountainous areas [12]; thus, they now
attract millions of people annually [13]. This growing enthusiasm for active pursuits in mountainous
areas, in turn, leads to an even steeper increase in related accidents [14]. The corresponding logistical
challenges are highly diverse and tackling them demands scientific assessments and the implementation
of novel approaches. Therefore, modern technology is investigated and applied in most professional
MR services [15].
The implementation of e-mobility transport solutions may be a viable option to achieve required
performance gains. In the case of MR services, electric drones are a sound alternative for the emergency
transport of medical equipment [16,17], and several other approaches, such as e-bikes and e-stretchers,
also exist. E-bikes (i.e., bicycles with an additional electric propulsion) can be used for performing
reconnaissance, locating patients, or getting faster access to emergency sites. Similarly, e-stretchers also
make use of electric propulsion technology and are a variant of the common stretchers used to transport
patients or operational equipment. Here, in particular, differences in the altitude and distance between
an accident site and emergency vehicle can be more easily overcome. Furthermore, this technology
positively affects the stabilization of the stretcher, ensuring safer transport conditions for patients while
sparing the physical strength of the mountain rescuer [18].
The starting point of this scholarly effort is ascertaining that practitioners and various other
stakeholders involved in MR cannot fully rely on the decision-making experience with respect to novel
transport modes and technologies. Thus, it is largely unclear which e-mobility transport solutions
might be suitable and what attributes are to be considered when selecting an adequate e-mobility
transport solution, in accordance with the requirements of the MR services. As public views on
e-mobility and new modes of electric transportation for civilian and commercial purposes have been
evaluated in recent years, it follows naturally that their application to other purposes should come
under consideration too. According to [19], technology transfer in humanitarian emergencies is a
critical issue, but, so far, no conclusive investigation has been undertaken regarding the applicability of
e-mobility transport solutions in humanitarian logistics. The study at hand aims at extending scientific
knowledge to the relatively new sphere of e-mobility for humanitarian purposes and offers a first
exploration in that direction based on the case of MR services. With a special focus on the technology
selection process, we formulated the following research questions (RQs):
- RQ1: What are the decision-relevant attributes for selecting e-mobility transport solutions for
mountain rescue personnel?
- RQ2: What is the perceived importance of the identified attributes for selecting e-mobility
transport solutions for mountain rescue personnel?
The research questions were formulated during the course of the joint Interreg project Smart
Test for Alpine Rescue Technology (SMART) involving Italian and Austrian MR services. For the
corresponding analysis, a multi-method research approach consisting of qualitative and quantitative
elements was chosen. Firstly, results of a systematic search for attributes in literature were combined
with inputs gained from unstructured expert interviews and discussions with representatives of
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the participating MR services. Then, the perceived importance of the identified selection attributes
was measured by analyzing survey data of 341 MR personnel using the best–worst scaling (BWS)
methodology. Finally, the results were reiterated in another expert discussion to assess their overall
validity. The applied research approach as well as the achieved results can provide a good orientation
for both academics and practitioners in the context of transport technology assessment in (mountain)
rescue operations and related fields. The article continues with the setting of the scientific background
by analyzing the existing body of knowledge in the field. Then, the applied research methods are
described, and the results of the analysis are presented and discussed. The article concludes with an
overview about the limitations and implications of this study and potential future lines of research.
2. Related Work
Due to the novelty of the topic under consideration, specific research in the field of e-mobility for
MR is sparse. Consequently, this section instead offers a general outline of the present study’s scholarly
context where we first delve into the current body of knowledge regarding the general adoption of
e-mobility transport solutions. Then, closing in on the core topic of the present study, we present
literature on the selection of e-mobility for various purposes and then connect this literature to the
MR context, illustrating scholarly work that discusses the selection of equipment in this domain. This,
consequently, guides us to the apparent gap in the existing body of knowledge that lays the foundation
for subsequent analysis.
In recent years, various studies on the adoption of e-mobility for different applications have been
published. A comprehensive overview about recent literature in that regard is presented by [20].
Here, special attention is dedicated to papers that assess factors that are linked to the successful
adoption of electric vehicles. Papers in this research domain, for instance, have investigated the
impact of innovation policies on the future development of international electric vehicle industries
and markets [21,22]. Research results reveal that purchase subsidies, purchase restrictions and driving
restrictions are the most effective policies to push e-mobility adoption. Ref [23] provided insights
into incentives that promote the purchase and use of electric vehicles in the Norwegian market.
The authors pointed out that the diffusion of electric vehicles is largely driven by economic incentives
(e.g., exemption from toll charges) set by the government. Filtering adequate policies and incentives
is only one of the many possible ways of guaranteeing an accelerated transition towards e-mobility.
Similarly, quantitative modelling studies by [24,25] have underlined the importance of policies that
address the visibility and familiarity of e-mobility in society and thus lead to increased acceptance
and adoption of e-mobility transport solutions. As market penetration of e-mobility increases, a range
of studies clearly shows that selection processes will extend beyond the above-mentioned mostly
economical aspects to include considerations of environmental aspects and sustainability [26–34]. It is
not surprising to find that the list of relevant aspects to be considered in the adoption of electric vehicles
will obviously include the characteristics of the vehicles themselves. In this respect, ref [35] were
able to show that the price and range of electric vehicles have an impact on the adoption of this
technology, whereby price is a more significant barrier than vehicle range. This then inevitably links to
perceptions of the individual, as not all features of an electric vehicle might be of the same importance
to prospective consumers.
Several studies have investigated individual level predictors of the selection process with respect
to electric vehicles. For example, ref [36] investigated customers’ evaluations of electric vehicles for
daily use. They found that human–machine interaction (i.e., design of displays and charging systems),
traffic and safety implications and ecological aspects play an important role in the evaluation of
electric vehicles. Ref [37] analyzed the factors that influence the selection process of an individual with
certain technical background or knowledge when adopting electric vehicles. They found that general
interest in technology, the distance driven, appreciating both the looks and environmental qualities
of an electric vehicle positively affected the intention to adopt, while perceptions of electric vehicles
being slow were negatively associated with the intention to adopt. Another study focusing on the
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perceptions of passengers towards electrified buses is presented by [38]. Through an online survey
and subsequent BWS analysis, the authors found that safety, eco-friendliness, and ride comfort are
important when using electrified buses. Extending this research beyond certain features of an electric
vehicle, scholars have included personal variables such as attitudes and social determinants relying
on social-psychological theories. Ref [39], for example, have analyzed personal factors that influence
the selection of electric vehicles using the theory of planned behavior, finding that subjective norms
and attitudes towards technology are significant drivers. Other studies by [40–44] provided a deeper
analysis of the critical personal dimensions that impact the selection of e-mobility transport solutions
from the customers’ perspective, underlining the importance of individual attitudes, experience,
information level, acquisition costs and social environment (e.g., family and friends) in the process of
e-mobility selection.
Only a handful of scientific articles have provided insights into the selection of equipment in
the MR domain. Through surveys, ref [45] analyzed the equipment of medical backpacks in MR
operations and pointed out several important selection criteria, with a special focus on equipment
properties and quality standards. Others have further recognized equipment weight as important in
this context [46–48]. In detail, ref [46] assessed MR casualty bags using an experimental evaluation
process with a special focus on applicability in cold and windy environments. According to the authors,
the equipment selection process is not only restricted by weight and bulk of the used equipment but
also by the necessity to withstand extreme climatic conditions. Ref [47] conducted a usability trial
(including focus groups and surveys) of MR stretchers. Aside from the light weight, the equipment
should furthermore be easy to use and be able to transport and feature a high payload. In the usability
assessment of specialized medical equipment, ref [48] identified, through questionnaire analysis,
the weight of the equipment and the time taken to apply it as important factors for an eventual
equipment selection.
Combining the literature on the adoption and selection of e-mobility concepts and that of
equipment for MR organizations, this study, to the best of our knowledge, is the first to address the
selection of e-mobility transport solutions for MR. Our study is unique in the sense that it is the first
that introduces e-mobility to the MR domain. With this, we aim to add to the establishment of a new
strain of research by studying the applicability of e-mobility for humanitarian purposes.
3. Study Context and Methodology
The study at hand was conducted as part of the joint Interreg START project with Austrian and
Italian MR services. The main objective of the project is to strengthen tactical cooperation and improve
coordination between MR services in cross-border emergencies. Aside from this, the project pursues
the objective of identifying, evaluating and implementing innovative e-mobility transport solutions
that offer potential approaches to enhance the operational performance of MR teams in challenging
response missions [49]. Driven by the novelty of electrification in the MR domain, key decision makers
require support in the selection of suitable e-mobility transport solutions. Here, special interest lies in
e-mobility transport solutions that facilitate easier access of MR teams to isolated patient locations while
sparing the physical strength of the rescue personnel. Furthermore, e-mobility transport solutions
should speed up the transportation of injured people, keeping in mind the environmental aspects.
3.1. Research Design
A multi-method research approach was employed for this study, combining qualitative and
quantitative empirical research methods under the methodological guidance of Louviere and Islam [50].
This method allows for a comprehensive, bottom-up approach involving practitioners’ perspectives,
with the aim of providing applicable insights guided by the exigencies of the targeted stakeholder group.
To answer the first research question (RQ1), attributes for selecting e-mobility transport solutions for
MR services had to be identified. Therefore, as is visible in the process map depicted in Figure 1,
we started our research with a systematic search for attributes in literature to elicit already documented
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attributes that are relevant in the context of e-mobility and mountain rescue. The identified attributes
were then used in unstructured interviews with two MR experts to gather feedback from their applied
perspectives and further elaborate on the evaluation attributes. A subsequent expert discussion
reversed the initial broadening scope in an effort to arrive at a shortlist of attributes, which were then
quantitatively tested using a BWS survey in the fourth and penultimate empirical phase, aiming to
answer RQ2. This collection of primary data becomes, according to [51], increasingly important
in the context of humanitarian research. Returning to a qualitative level of analysis, the last
methodological step reiterated the results obtained from the previous steps in another expert discussion.
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3.2. Systematic Search for At rib te
While Section 2, rk”, served to position our aper in the research landscape and
to justify ou research aim, we now s art out with the systematic search for at ributes in lit rature,
as the second stage of the a plied method logy. Ref [52] reco mends starting a systematic search by
designing a search string to develop a reproducible and transparent mode of finding relevant literature
sources. In the case of this systematic search, literature concerning the assessment of e-mobility
transport solutions as well as that focusing on technology assessment in the MR domain was scanned
to find characteristic attributes. As scientific literature specifically focusing on MR is sparse, the search
was expanded to include literature regarding other rescue services as well. Therefore, we identified
adequate search terms and combined them using Boolean operators (e.g., “AND”; “OR”) as suggested
by [53] to form the final search string as shown in Appendix A. A systematic article title search
(denoted by “TI” in the search string) of the “Web of Science” database, concluded in September 2019,
yielded 128 articles.
After the initial search, all article titles and abstracts were scanned for their suitability to the
subject under review and to eliminate irrelevant articles, as recommended by [54]. Ref [55] explained
that clearly defining inclusion criteria helps to transparently identify relevant literature during a
systematic search process. The applied inclusion criteria for this study are likewise listed in Appendix A.
Articles that did not fit these inclusion criteria were subsequently excluded. Examples of ex luded
articles encompass but are not limited to those f cusin on route elec ion problems for e-vehicles,
charging station location optim zatio problems or bi logical articles that were inadvertently found by
the search string (i. ., six articles including the biologic terms “entomobryida ” or “elasmob anch” that
will also be returned by the search term “e*mob*”). This step was independently performed by two
researchers to reduce bias, as recommended by [56]. After the independent evaluation of the articles,
inconsistencies were jointly assessed, and the corresponding articles were reexamined to arrive at a
pre-ultimate list of the 50 articles that remained.
Then, we expanded this limited body of literature with further peer-reviewed articles published
in contextually relevant journals, a strategy that was previously applied by [57] as well as [58] who
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have also conducted systematic searches in the realm of humanitarian logistics and supply chain
management. Therefore, journals such as “High Altitude Medicine & Biology” and “Wilderness &
Environmental Medicine” were explicitly scanned for technology selection articles from the mountain
rescue domain. This resulted in nine additional articles being considered for the identification
of the evaluation attributes. The final 59 articles were subjected to a full-text analysis to extract
decision-relevant attributes concerning the technology selection process. Based on this body of sources,
a list of 28 attributes was generated, 14 of which were related to e-mobility and 14 to (mountain)
rescue operations.
3.3. Unstructured Expert Interviews and Discussion
Similarly to [59], the next step served to collect feedback on and expand the list of attributes.
Therefore, unstructured expert interviews and open discussions were held with two representatives
from the MR services. The interviews and subsequent discussions lasted for approximately three hours
and were conducted in the campus of the university at the end of September 2019. One of the involved
experts was the head of operations of the local MR service for 40 years and the other one held a leading
position within the service and was responsible for new technology implementation at the national
level since 2005. Both have long-term experience in the MR domain and are still involved in response
missions on the ground. Furthermore, both experts have been actively involved in the work package
“E-mobility”, led by the research team as part of the project described above. It is, therefore, safe to
assume that both experts were highly knowledgeable in the study context and, as involved partners,
were motivated to contribute to the study to the best of their abilities. The interviews were conducted
by two researchers and held separately with each expert. Initially, the interviewees were introduced to
the study’s background, aims and research design. After this first input from the research team, the
list of 28 attributes obtained from the systematic search for attributes in literature was handed out in
printed form. The experts were invited to review the attributes in sequence and share their individual
judgments and opinions with respect to their relevance for the selection of e-mobility concepts for MR
services. In addition to commenting on the list of attributes, they were further invited to manually
extend or reduce the list if necessary, according to their evaluation. In case the expert pointed to a yet
undocumented attribute, this new attribute was noted, and the expert was asked to describe it in more
detail. Both experts independently mentioned further MR-specific relevant attributes that were not yet
included in the list. In total, 17 additional attributes (5 attributes for e-mobility and 12 for MR) were
added, resulting in a total of 45 attributes.
Following these independent assessments, the two experts then joined a discussion with
the two researchers to critically re-evaluate the 45 attributes from scientific as well as applied
perspectives. This helped us arrive at the condensed final list of attributes to be presented to
the survey participants involved in the next methodological phase. Specifically, the aim was to
arrive at a list composed of decision-relevant attributes that are fully understandable, relevant,
clearly delimited and completely evaluable. A reflection on the individually contributed attributes
from the experts should therefore guarantee that every respondent had the same understanding of the
presented attributes [60]. Every attribute was scrutinized taking these requirements into consideration;
upon that, decisions were made concerning which attributes should be included, merged, or excluded.
Attributes that were merged are for instance, “Environmental footprint” and “CO2 emission” to
“Enhances sustainability”; “Topography”, “Disposition” and “Infrastructure” to “Applicable in every
terrain”; “Lighting conditions” and “Usable at day and night” to “Applicable under all light conditions”;
or “Low basic training effort” and “Low post-implementation training effort” to “Low training effort”.
Some attributes, such as “Recharging infrastructure”, were deemed irrelevant, as the MR personnel
transports all the necessary equipment to the operation site and back. Therefore, recharging can easily
be performed at the base-station of the MR unit. Furthermore, the establishment of recharging stations
in high alpine environments seems impractical. Through the joint re-evaluation, the initial 45 attributes
were reduced to a total and final list of 22 attributes (see Table 1) that formed the basis for the BWS
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in the next research stage. The involved researchers acted as moderators and documented relevant
statements accordingly.
Table 1. Relevant attributes as identified in scientific literature and expert discussion sessions.
Category Attribute Description Source
E-mobility High range
A high distance range that can be covered
with the e-vehicle; subject to technologic,
communication or legal limitations.
[20,61–64]
High payload
A high amount of payload that can be
transported or towed as well as seating
capacity and trunk space.
[65,66]
Long battery life High battery capacity and long runtimewith one charging. [63]
Low purchase costs Costs associated with purchasinge-mobility transport solution are low. [20,65–68]
Enhances sustainability
The applied e-mobility transport solution
enhances sustainability related aspects.
Especially concerning the CO2 emissions
and raw material sourcing.
[62,64,66],
[67,69–73]
Low noise generation Noise emission generated during the usageof the e-mobility transport solution is low. [63,64]
Conforms to legal requirements
Legal frameworks and (developing)





Mountain rescue service Light weight Weight of e-mobility transport solution. [45–48]
Low training effort
Amount of training effort associated with





E-mobility transport solution can be used
spontaneously. There is no need for
expansive planning before usage during




Meets quality certification E-mobility transport solution meets qualitycertification requirements (e.g., CE or ISO). Expert discussion
High application variety E-mobility transport solution can be usedfor multiple application purposes. Expert discussion
Easy to transport Transportability of e-mobilitytransport solution. [45,47]
Long usability
The duration the e-mobility transport
solution can remain in use in the mountain
rescue service (i.e., product-life-cycle).
Expert discussion
Easier access to remote locations E-mobility transport solution facilitates theaccess to remote locations. [74]





Technological reliability of the e-mobility





E-mobility transport solution is applicable
under all light conditions.
Expert discussion;
[75]
Supports safety of MR personnel
Safety impacts for mountain rescue
personnel concerning operational activities
as well as technological aspects.
Expert discussion;
[63,64]
Provides speed advantage Acceleration and speed of e-mobilitytransport solution. [61]
Supports mission
documentation
The e-mobility transport solution enables






E-mobility transport solution is compatible
with already existing equipment. Expert discussion
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3.4. Best–Worst Scaling Survey
To facilitate a discussion of the above-listed evaluation attributes and answer RQ2, a survey
following the BWS approach was conducted. BWS is applied in a wide range of different research areas,
including marketing [77], health care [78] and international business research [79]. However, in the
context of transportation and logistics, BWS can be regarded as a fairly new research approach [80].
Ref [60], for example, used it to analyze attributes that customers prefer from a third-party logistics
provider, while [81] applied BWS to measure the relative importance of the six initially equally weighted
logistics performance indicators introduced by the World Bank in 2007. Based on the BWS results,
significant differences in attribute importance were found.
BWS is underpinned by the random utility theory, which assumes that an individual’s relative
preference for object A over object B is a function of the relative frequency with which A is chosen as
better than or preferred to B [82]. This methodology involves a cognitive process by which respondents
repeatedly choose, from varying sets of attribute combinations, the attributes that they believe exhibit
the largest perceptual difference in an underlying continuum of interest [83]. This is performed by
observing the best and worst choices in a set of multiple options by repetitively combining the two
choices. In a simple example of three choices “A”, “B” and “C”, “A” can be considered the best and “C”
the worst. This ranking implies that “A” should be chosen for the pairs “AB” and “AC”, and “B” should
be chosen for the third pair “BC”. Thus, the best and worst choices provide information that can be
expanded to several pairs of choices [77]. This approach is called the case 1 BWS [84] and has previously
been applied in the e-mobility domain in a study conducted by [85], wherein BWS was used to assess
the importance of complementary mobility services to consumer behavior. Although contextually
different, the study served as methodological guidance for the BWS analysis as presented in this article.
Additionally, we followed the BWS steps as proposed by [86]. Accordingly, the first step comprised the
setting of the study context followed by the identification of attributes. Then, the experimental design
was formulated, and a survey was created and conducted. Ultimately, the acquired data were analyzed.
To answer RQ2, an online questionnaire comprising the 22 identified attributes, which is a
reasonable number of attributes for a BWS according to [77], was developed using the software
Sawtooth. The design of the German language questionnaire included 14 sets, each displaying six
attributes in varying combinations. We showed each attribute 4 times per respondent (n = 4) in order
to ensure that every attribute is visible to the respondent with the same frequency. The number of sets
was calculated following Equation (1), where K is the total number of attributes (K = 22) in the survey
and k is the number of items (k = 6) per set [87].




The selection of attributes for each set is not conducted manually, instead the design algorithm
of the software follows predefined guidelines, which assure that all of the attributes appear in
combinations that serve as reliable representations of all possible combinations [87]. We distributed
the survey to the personnel in the MR service of Tyrol (Austria), Carinthia (Austria) and South Tyrol
(the northernmost Italian–German speaking province of Italy). The Tyrolian MR service is divided into
91 subdivisions with independent administration, the Carinthian MR service into 19 subdivisions and
the MR service of South Tyrol into 35 subdivisions. The BWS survey (for an example, see Figure 2)
was sent to each head of operations. In addition to answering the survey themselves, the heads of
operations were asked to function as contact persons and pass on the survey to their respective group
of mountain rescuers. After an interval of 14 days, the data acquisition was concluded following a
predefined closing date; in summary, 341 completed questionnaires were collected. The group of
respondents was composed of 319 (93.5%) male and 22 (6.5%) female MR personnel. They were,
on average, 42.6 years old (Standard deviation (StdDev) = 13.4; min = 18, max = 79) and have been
working in MR for 16.8 years on average (StdDev = 14.1; min ≤ 1; max = 60). Regarding their position
within the MR service, 45 (13.2%) were in training and education, 181 (53.1%) were general operational
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staff without leading positions and 115 (33.7%) were in leading operational positions. Here, a person
in a leading position takes over coordinative activities and the communication with representatives
of other rescue organizations in large-scale operations (i.e., head of operations, officer-in-charge).
Furthermore, they perform administrative tasks, which involve organizing training, negotiating annual
budgets, processing internal settlements, and communicating with externals (such as local authorities).
Non-leading personnel are not directly involved in such processes but have a consulting role in the
decision making of leading personnel. Furthermore, non-leading personnel constitute the main body of
active members that execute the operations on the ground. To ensure representativeness of the sample,
we gathered data on the average age of the rescuers’ population in the three regions, which closely
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i portant in three out of four relevant attribute co binations. This see s intuitive, but previous
studies have not paid too uch attention to this aspect to date. Hence, the identification of the
require ent for an e- obility transport solution to actually support the safety of the MR personnel can
be regarded as a major finding of this study. The next main implication is that the MR personnel regard
it as highly important that the e-mobility transport solution is applicable under different conditions,
because “Applicable in every terrain” (best–worst score = 0.387), “Applicable under all weather
conditions” (best–worst score = 0.327) and “High application variety” (best–worst score = 0.294) were
the next most important attributes. This desire might be grounded in the circumstances that MR
operations often take place in harsh conditions, and that predictions about the terrain, the weather
conditions or the actual intended use of the technology are hard to make in advance. The two attributes
“Easy to transport” (best–worst score = 0.187) and “Light weight” (best–worst score = 0.108) are
highly correlated (Correlation (corr) = 0.87 at p < 0.001), and they are both well-established factors
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in the realm of equipment assessment for (mountain) rescue services. Attributes related to technical
specifications of e-mobility transport solutions are, according to the results, less important when
compared to the operational attributes described above. Here, the attributes “Long battery life”
(best–worst score = 0.102), “Compatible with other equipment” (best–worst score = 0.077) and “High
range” (best–worst score = 0.033) are of lower relative importance when it comes to the selection
process of adequate e-mobility solutions. On the other end of the table of best–worst scores, it is
interesting to find that “Low purchase costs” (best–worst score = −0.380) is the second least important
attribute. This contradicts the common picture of MR services (and other voluntary organizations)
facing limited financial resources that might impede costly investments. Considering this, the results
point towards the conclusion that attributes relevant to rescue operations are far more important than
possible economic considerations. The same holds true for sustainability aspects that are somehow
related to the core benefits of e-mobility. Both “Low noise generation” (best–worst score = −0.596) and
“Enhances sustainability” (best–worst score = −0.302) also rank at the bottom of the list of attribute
importance. This finding indicates that the ecological advancements of e-mobility (e.g., lower CO2
emissions), which, according to [80], actually represent one of the main sales arguments for commercial
applications, are not critical drivers for selection in the context of MR. Surprisingly, this points out that
the actual project intention to also meet ecological dimensions when implementing e-mobility transport
solutions is less important than initially expected. Concerning the differences between leading and
non-leading MR personnel, it is surprising to observe in Figure 3 that results are rather homogeneous.
To better assess potential variations among the groups concerning significance, the subsequent analyses
provide more detailed insights.
In consequence, survey results were used to identify attribute weights [50,85]. For this task,
the hierarchical Bayes (HB) approach was applied as supported by the Sawtooth software package,
which was used to create and conduct the survey at hand. During the application of Bayes’ rule,
posterior probabilities are produced by updating prior probabilities with likelihoods obtained from the
data [88]. This means that, instead of estimating each respondent’s utilities individually, the algorithm
estimates how different each respondent’s utilities are from those of the other respondents in the study.
It estimates the average utilities for the entire sample and then uses the respondent’s individual data to
determine how each respondent differs from the sample average. The algorithm then adjusts each
respondent’s utilities so that they reflect the optimal mix of the individual respondent choices and
sample averages [89]. This procedure is conducted in a hierarchical manner with two levels: on the
higher level, the individual’s parameters are described by a multivariate normal distribution, and on
the lower level, the individual’s parameters are governed by a particular model, such as multinomial
logit or linear regression [90]. The HB approach has to be run over multiple iterations, as every time
the individual utilities are updated, the sample average needs to be updated as well until the model
converges at the final values [89]. Table 2 shows the results of the HB analysis for the entire sample
as well as separately for leading and non-leading personnel, comprising 30,000 iterations applied
to the collected survey data. Table 2 further indicates whether differences between the leading and
non-leading MR members regarding attribute weights are statistically significant, reporting t- and
p-values for mean comparisons. t-tests were conducted by applying boot strapping with bias-corrected
accelerated confidence intervals.
Results indicate that most attribute weights did not differ significantly between leading
and non-leading personnel. The only two significant differences were found for “High range”
(t(256.64) = 2.74; p = 0.01) and “Conforms to legal requirements” (t(187.38) = −2.48; p = 0.02). For the
attribute “High range”, non-leading personnel yielded a higher average attribute weight (M = 3.91,
SE = 0.16) than leading personnel (M = 3.20, SE = 0.20). The opposite was true for “Conforms to legal
requirements”, where, on average, attribute weights were higher for leading personnel (M = 1.17,
SE = 0.17) than for non-leading personnel (M = 0.69, SE = 0.09). Furthermore, in the HB analysis,
the attribute importance rankings did not change considerably compared to the best–worst score
ranking. The computed attribute weights, however, were found to yield great benefits when intending
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to work with these results in potential future practical or scientific undertakings. They can be used for
the actual assessment of e-mobility transport solutions for MR practitioners, serve as input variables
for related simulation studies or even offer guidance for similar studies in related fields.
Table 2. Comparison of average attribute weights as derived from hierarchical Bayes (HB) analysis
of the online best–worst scaling (BWS) survey between leading and non-leading mountain rescue
(MR)-members including t-statistic and p-value.
Attribute Weights Mean Difference
Attributes All Columns Graph Leading Non−Leading t p
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l i rs l ( ) sit w s tr f r f r s t l l r ir ts
w r r ttri t w i ts w r i r f r l a i rs l ( ) t n f r
‐l i rs l ( ) rt r r in t H n l sis t ttri t i rt c
r i s i t c c si r l c r t t st w rst sc r r i c t
ttri t w i ts w r w r f t i l r t fits w i t i t w r wit t s
r s lts i t ti l f t r r ctic l r sci tific rt i s c n s f r t ct l
ss ss t f ‐ ilit tr s rt s l ti s f r r ctiti n rs s r s i t ri l s f r r l t
si l ti n st i s r ff r i c f r si il r st i s i r l t fi l s
f rt r r rst i f t c i d r s lts c rr l ti s tw t ttri t s
w r l si t r r in l I i r c rr l ti tri f t si st
i rt t ttri t s cc r i t t l sis t r ttri t s c c r i rtici t
c r ct ristics c f circl si st s f r t it f t c rr l ti n t
i ic t s if it is siti r ti
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5.34 5.08 −0.62 0.52
Long battery life 4.97
E er es  ,  ,     PEE   E E        
l o o of v g tt b t g t v f o y ( ) y
of t e o b t o t g ( S) v y b t g o ‐ g o t
( )‐ be g t‐ t t t ‐v
tt i te ei t
ea
i e e e






t afet f e el 11 51 11 54 11 49 −0 12 0 91
li a le i e e te ai 10 6 10 6 10 6 0 1
li a le e all eat e
iti
9 33 8 91 9 54 1 78 0 08
i a li ati a iet 8 62 8 91 8 47 −1 1 0 29
a ie a e t e te l ati 08 7 4 16 0 53 58
a t t a t 67 6 2 6 54 −0 97 34
ea ‐t ‐ e 5 5 53 5 75 0 68 48
i e ee a a ta e 59 28 95 36
i t ei t 17 34 08 −0 62 52
atte life 4 9 4 52 19 2 05
ati le it t e e i e t 4 8 4 9 4 75 −0 36 72
i a e 3 67 3 2 3 91 2 74 01
li a le e all li t iti 08 2 98 13 0 48 66
t ai i eff t 1 3 6 2 71 −1 83 0
a ilit 2 97 2 85 3 04 0 72 47
i a l a 1 41 1 33 1 4 1 15 28
eet alit e tifi ati 29 62 12 −1 54 11
a e tai a ilit 13 03 7 0 64 55
t i i e tati 0 95 16 0 84 −1 56 12
f t le al e i e e t 8 7 69 2 48 0
a e t 51 0 55 4 0 66 54
i e e e ati 14 13 14 0 51 62
tal 100 100 100
tt b t ff g f t y t
e lt i i ate t at t att i te ei t i t iffe i ifi a tl et ee lea i a ‐
lea i e el e l t i ifi a t iffe e e e e f f “ i a e” (t(256 64) = 2 74
p = 0 01) a “ f t le al e i e e t ” (t(187 38) = −2 48 p = 0 02) t e att i te “ i
a e” ‐lea i e el iel e a i e a e a e att i te ei t ( = 3 91 = 0 16) t a
lea i e el ( = 3 20 = 0 20) e ite a t e f “ f t le al e i e e t ”
e e a e a e att i te ei t e e i e f le i e el ( = 1 17 = 0 17) t a f
‐lea i e el ( = 0 69 = 0 09) t e e i t e a al i t e att i te i ta e
a i i t a e i e a l a e t t e e t– t e a i e te
att i te ei t e e e e f t iel eat e efit e i te i t it t e e
e lt i te tial f t e a ti al ie tifi e ta i e a e e f t e a t al
a e e t f e‐ ilit t a t l ti f a titi e e e a i t a ia le f elate
i lati t ie e e ffe i a e f i ila t ie i elate fiel
f t e ee e e ta i f t e a ie e e lt elati et ee t e att i te
e e a al ze i t e a i la a e “ ” I i e 4 a elati at ix f t e ix t
i ta t att i te a i t t e a al i a t ee att i te e i a ti i a t
a a te i ti a e f e i le ize ta f t e a it e f t e elati a t e e
i i ate if it i iti e e ati e
4.52 5.19 2 0.05
Compatible with other equipment 4.8
i I f
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4.9 4.75 −0.36 0.72
High range * 3.67
  ,  ,               
3.2 3.91 2.74 0.01
Ap licable under all light conditions 3.08 2.98 3.13 0.48 0.66
Low training effort 3.01 3.6 2.71 −1.83 0.06
Long usability 2.97
i   ,  ,        I     f   
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2.85 3.04 0.72 0.47
High payload 1.41
nerg es 2020 13 x F 13 o 21
a le 2 ar s f a era e attr te e ts as er e fr erarc ca a es ( ) a a s s
f t e e est– rst sca ( ) s r e et ee ea a ‐ ea ta resc e
( )‐ e ers c t‐st t st c a p‐ a e
ttri t i ts
iff r c






rts s f t f rs l
lic l i r t rr i
lic l r ll t r
c iti s
i lic ti ri t
si r cc ss t r t l c ti s
s t tr s rt
‐t ‐ s
r i s s t
i t i t
tt r lif
ti l it t r i t
i r *
lic l r ll li t c iti s
tr i i ff rt
s ilit
i l
ts lit c rtific ti
c s s st i ilit
rts issi c t ti
f r s t l l r ir ts *
rc s c sts
is r ti
t l
* ttr tes ffer s f ca t at p < 0 05
s lts i ic t t t st ttri t i ts i t iff r si ific tl t l i ‐
l i rs l l t si ific t iff r c s r f f r i r (t( )
) f r s t l l r ir ts (t( ) ) r t ttri t i
r ‐l i rs l i l i r r ttri t i t ( ) t
l i rs l ( ) sit s tr f r f r s t l l r ir ts
r r ttri t i ts r i r f r l i rs l ( ) t f r
‐l i rs l ( ) rt r r i t l sis t ttri t i rt c
r i s i t c c si r l c r t t st rst sc r r i c t
ttri t i ts r r f t i l r t fits i t i t r it t s
r s lts i t ti l f t r r ctic l r sci tific rt i s c s f r t ct l
ss ss t f ‐ ilit tr s rt s l ti s f r r ctiti rs s r s i t ri l s f r r l t
si l ti st i s r ff r i c f r si il r st i s i r l t fi l s
f rt r r rst i f t c i r s lts c rr l ti s t t ttri t s
r l si t r r i l I i r c rr l ti tri f t si st
i rt t ttri t s cc r i t t l sis t r ttri t s c c r i rtici t
c r ct ristics c f circl si st s f r t it f t c rr l ti t
i ic t s if it is siti r ti
1.33 1.44 1.15 0.28
Meets quality certification 1.29
E i   ,  ,    OR PEER REVIE     f   
 
T b   .  o p i on o   v g   ibu   igh    d iv d  o  hi hi l B y   B   n ly i  
o   h  onlin  b o   ling  B S   u v y b n  l ding  nd non l ding  oun in  u  
R b  in luding  i i   nd  v lu . 
  bu e  e gh  
ean 
e en e 
bu e    






Suppo   a e y o    pe onne   11.51    11.54  11.49  −0.12  0.91 
pp ab e  n eve y  e a n  10.6    10.6  10.6  0  1 
pp ab e unde  a   ea he  
ond on  
9.33    8.91  9.54  1.78  0.08 
gh app a on va e y  8.62    8.91  8.47  −1.1  0.29 
Ea e  a e   o  e o e  o a on   8.08    7.94  8.16  0.53  0.58 
Ea y  o  an po   6.67    6.92  6.54  −0.97  0.34 
eady o u e    5.67    5.53  5.75  0.68  0.48 
P ov de   peed advan age  5.59    5.28  5.75  0.95  0.36 
L gh   e gh   5.17    5.34  5.08  −0.62  0.52 
Long ba e y  e  4.97    4.52  5.19  2  0.05 
o pa b e  h o he  equ p en   4.8    4.9  4.75  −0.36  0.72 
gh  ange    3.67    3.2  3.91  2.74  0.01 
pp ab e unde  a   gh   ond on   3.08    2.98  3.13  0.48  0.66 
Lo   a n ng e o   3.01    3.6  2.71  − .83  0.06 
Long u ab y    2.97    2.85  3.04  0.72  0.47 
gh pay oad  1.41    1.33  1.44  1.15  0.28 
ee  qua y  e a on  1.29    1.62  1.12  −1.54  0.11 
Enhan e   u a nab y  1.13    1.03  1.17  0.64  0.55 
Suppo   on do u en a on  0.95    1.16  0.84  −1.56  0.12 
on o   o  ega   equ e en     0.85    1.17  0.69  −2.48  0.02 
Lo  pu ha e  o   0.51    0.55  0.49  −0.66  0.54 
Lo  no e gene a on  0.14    0.13  0.14  0.51  0.62 
o a   100    100  100     
  ibu  di   igni i n ly        . . 
e u   nd a e  ha   o  a bu e  e gh  d d no  d e   gn an y be een  ead ng and non
ead ng pe onne . The on y  o  gn an  d e en e   e e  ound  o  “ gh  ange”  256.64  = 2.74; 
p = 0.01  and “ on o   o  ega   equ e en ”  187.38  = −2.48; p = 0.02 . Fo   he a bu e “ gh 
ange”, non ead ng pe onne  y e ded a h ghe  ave age a bu e  e gh    = 3.91, SE = 0.16   han 
ead ng pe onne    = 3.20, SE = 0.20 . The oppo e  a   ue  o  “ on o   o  ega   equ e en ”, 
he e, on ave age, a bu e  e gh   e e h ghe   o   ead ng pe onne    = 1.17, SE = 0.17   han  o  
non ead ng pe onne    = 0.69, SE = 0.09 . Fu he o e,  n  he  B ana y ,  he a bu e  po an e 
ank ng  d d no   hange  on de ab y  o pa ed  o  he be – o   o e  ank ng. The  o pu ed 
a bu e  e gh , ho eve ,  e e  ound  o y e d g ea  bene   hen  n end ng  o  o k  h  he e 
e u   n  po en a   u u e  p a a   o   en   unde ak ng .  They  an  be  u ed  o   he  a ua  
a e en  o  e ob y  an po   o u on   o    p a one ,  e ve a   npu  va ab e   o   e a ed 
u a on  ud e  o  even o e  gu dan e  o   a   ud e   n  e a ed  e d . 
To  u he  deepen ou  unde and ng o   he a h eved  e u ,  o e a on  be een  he a bu e  
e e ana yzed u ng  he p og a ng  anguage “ ”.  n F gu e 4, a  o e a on  a x o   he  x  o  
po an   a bu e   a o d ng  o  he  B S  ana y   and  h ee  a bu e   on e n ng  pa pan  
ha a e   an be  ound. The  e  ze  and   o   he  agn ude o   he  o e a on, and  he hue 
nd a e        po ve o  nega ve. 
1.62 1.12 −1.54 0.11
Enhances sustainability 1.13
er es  ,  ,        W       
l C m r f r ttr t w t r fr m r r (H )
f t t w r t ( ) r tw ‐ m t r
( )‐m m r t‐ t t t ‐
Att i t i t
i




t f t f R l
A li l i t i
A li l ll t
iti
i li ti i t




i t i t
tt lif
C ti l it t i t
i
A li l ll li t iti
t i i ff t
ilit
i l
t lit tifi ti
t i ilit
t i i t ti




* Attr t ff r f t t
R lt i i t t t t tt i t i t i t iff i ifi tl t l i ‐
l i l l t i ifi t iff f f i (t( )
) C f t l l i t (t( ) ) t tt i t i
‐l i l i l i tt i t i t ( ) t
l i l ( ) it t f C f t l l i t
tt i t i t i f l i l ( ) t f
‐l i l ( ) t i t l i t tt i t i t
i i t i l t t t t i t
tt i t i t f t i l t fit i t i t it t
lt i t ti l f t ti l i tifi t i f t t l
t f ‐ ilit t t l ti f R titi i t i l f l t
i l ti t i ff i f i il t i i l t fi l
f t t i f t i lt l ti t t tt i t
l i t i l R I i l ti t i f t i t
i t t tt i t i t t l i t tt i t i ti i t
t i ti f i l i t f t it f t l ti t
i i t if it i iti ti
1.03 1.17 0.64 0.55
Sup orts ission documentation 0.95
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a e 2.  a is    a e a e a i e  ei s as  e i e     ie a c ical  a es   a al sis 
  e  li e  es – s  scali    s e   e ee   lea i  a   lea i   ai   esc e 
e e s i cl i   s is ic a  p al e. 
  r   s 
 








r s s       rs   .     .   .   .   .  
c     r   rr   .     .   .      
c   r    r 
c s 
.     .   .   .   .  
  c   r   .     .   .   .   .  
s r  cc ss   r   c s  .     .   .   .   .  
s     r s r   .     .   .   .   .  
s     .     .   .   .   .  
r s s     .     .   .   .   .  
    .     .   .   .   .  
  r     .     .   .     .  
    r    .     .   .   .   .  
 r  *  .     .   .   .   .  
c   r     c s  .     .   .   .   .  
  r   r   .     .   .   .   .  
  s     .     .   .   .   .  
    .     .   .   .   .  
s   c r c   .     .   .   .   .  
c s s s   .     .   .   .   .  
r s  ss   c   .     .   .   .   .  
r s     r r s *  .     .   .   .   .  
  rc s  c s s  .     .   .   .   .  
  s   r   .     .   .   .   .  
             
  i es  i e  si i ica l  a  p < 0.05. 
s s  c     s   r   s      r s c        
  rs .       s c   r c s  r     r   r   .     . ; 
    .     r s     r r s   .     . ;      . .  r    r    
r ,    rs       r  r   r         . ,      .    
  rs       . ,      . .    s   s  r   r  r s     r r s , 
r ,    r ,  r   s  r   r  r    rs       . ,      .     r 
  rs       . ,      . .  r r r ,        s s,    r   r c  
r s      c   c s r   c r       s rs   sc r   r .    c  
r   s,  r,  r         r   s        r     s  
r s s      r   r c c   r  sc c  r s.    c     s   r    c  
ss ss       r s r  s s  r    r c rs, s r   s    r s  r r  
s  s s  r    r  c   r s r s s   r   s. 
  r r    r  rs       c  r s s, c rr s      r s 
r     s     r r     .    r   ,   c rr   r      s   s  
r   r s  cc r         s s    r   r s  c c r   r c  
c r c r s cs c     .   c rc  s  s s  r         c rr ,       
c s      s  s   r  . 
1.16 0.84 −1.56 0.12
Conforms to legal requirements * 0.85
er ies  ,  ,               
 
l   .  ri   f  r   ttri t   i t     ri  fr   i r r i l   ( )  l i  
f  t     t r t    ( S)  r   t       ‐   t   r  
( )‐ r    t‐ tat t     ‐ . 
  tt i t   i t  
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p t   f t   f    l  .     .   .   .   .  
li l  i    t i   .     .   .      
li l     ll  t  
iti  
.     .   .   .   .  
i   li ti   i t   .     .   .   .   .  
i    t   t  l ti   .     .   .   .   .  
 t  t t  .     .   .   .   .  
‐t ‐     .     .   .   .   .  
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To further d epen ur understanding of the achieved results, correlations between the attributes
were analyzed using the programming language “R”. In Figure 4, a correlation matrix of the six
most important attributes according to the BWS nalys s and three attributes concerning participant
characteristics can be found. The circle size stands for the mag itude f the correlation, and the hue
indicates if it is positive or negative.
In Figure 4, we included the attribute “Gender”, and a negative correlati n (corr = −0.25 at
p < 0.001) between t is attribute and the position within the MR service exists. This means that women
are more l kely to be in a lower ranking pos t on within the MR service than men. Taking a closer look
at thi , however, reveals hat women ly have a “Service Tim ” of 5.2 years on aver ge, while their
male counterparts have bee in MR for 17.3 ye on average. In thi context, it h s to b pointed out
that, in the sample, there were only 22 female respond nts, and 13 of them were relatively new to
MR (service time ≤ 3 yea s). Additionally, of interest is the position f the “Supports safety of MR
personnel” a tribute. The applicability of he e-mobility transp r solution n every t rrain correlates
(corr = 0.39 a p < 0.001) with the perceived safety support. Additionally, “Easier access to remote
locations” (corr = 0.24 at p < 0.001) features a similar relationship. Another interesting finding from
analyzing attribute correlations is that “Position” and “Conforms to legal requirements” (corr = 0.28 at
p < 0.001) are positively correlated. This means that personnel in leading positions assign more value
to this attribute than the operational staff or the personnel in training.
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Expert Discussion
The final methodological s p comprised a second expert discussion wit expert familiar with
the topic under stud to collect feedb c on the results of the BWS and to assess the validity f the
overall findings [91]. Special attention was dedicated to gathering insights on the appropriateness and
applicability of the findings from the practitioners’ points of view. During practical tests for drone
technology at the end of July 2020 at Brenner Pass (Austria), the research team arranged for a group
of five high-ranking functionaries from the MR services of South Tyrol and Tyrol. It comprised the
head and deputy head of the MR service of South Tyrol, two heads of MR bases and the chief financial
officer of the MR service of Tyrol. All of them have long-term experience in the MR domain and have
been substantially involved in the development of the respective MR services includi g te hnological
advancements and purchas ng decisions. They ar still involved in response mis ons on the gr und.
The involved researchers acted as moderators and documented the relevant statements. The expert
discussion opened with the researchers giving a comprehensive overview of the BWS and the HB
results. Then, the experts were asked for their opinion on the fact that the attribute “Low purchase
costs” was ranked as the second least important. According to the experts’ statements, costs are less
of an issue in the equipment selection. This was underlined by one expert mentioning, “. . . if the
technology supports safety, is applicable in every terrain and under all weather conditions, offers a high application
range and enables easier access to remote locations, then costs are completely irrelevant”. This indicates that
the findings of the BWS exactly reflect the real situation and can therefore adequately explain this
observation. Furthermore, the experts are highly aware that equipment in the context of MR is not mass
produced, preventing potential lower purchase costs. Additionally, MR services receive ample annual
budgets, which allow them o make equipment ecisions relativ ly indep ndently from monetary
dimensions. As this is, to a certain degree, in contrast to other humanitarian organizations that often
face resource constraints, a reflection of potential contextual factors revealed two possible reasons. First,
the study regions in Italy and Austria are economically dependent on mountaineers and a safe alpine
environment. This is of high relevance for the responsible authorities, which therefore commonly
provide sufficient financial support. Second, due to the perceived importance of MR services in
the focal regions, voluntary financial support is common. In the region of Tyrol alone, more than
25,000 private individuals donate to the local MR service on an annual basis, which might stem from a
living culture surrounding alpine life and mountaineering. As a reference, the regarded e-mobility
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solutions range in price from EUR 400–3000 for standard portable drones and EUR 15,000–60,000 for
high-quality and high-performance drones with specialized equipment such as night vision or thermal
cameras. The considered e-bikes, which were specifically designed for MR operations, have a starting
price of EUR 6000. The e-stretcher is more expensive than a standard wheel-bearing stretcher but when
considering rescue costs, it yields the potential to even decrease costs overall.
The discussion was then continued with a reflection on why “Provides speed advantage” is not
among the most important attributes. Two experts pointed out that, aside from speed gains provided
by a new technology, the safety and applicability of the technology still have top priority in response
missions. The general perception is that safety and high applicability to different circumstances will
always outweigh speed advantages. This shared culture may also explain the relative unimportance
of the attribute “Enhances sustainability” compared with other attributes. In this regard, one of the
experts stated that “sustainability can only be considered, when there is no negative impact on the performance
of the entire rescue mission”. Another expert concurred and added that “emergency organizations’ main
objective should not be put on sustainability, but on efficiently designing response operations”. Next, the experts’
attention was steered to the differences between leading and non-leading personnel in the evaluation
of the attributes “Conforms legal requirements” and “High range”. Concerning the legal requirements,
the experts were in complete agreement that the difference basically stems from the lower level of
involvement and responsibility of the operational staff in associated administrative and organizational
activities, which are generally the subjects for leading personnel. The difference in the attribute weight
of “High range” can, according to the expert judgment, be explained by the more intense involvement
of non-leading personnel in the actual handling of technologies during response missions.
Afterwards, the experts were asked about the appropriateness of the results. Overall,
they confirmed the appropriateness of the results; however, one expert noted that costs do still
play a role, especially for investments at the national level. Neglecting costs is, according to his
opinion, only reasonable when comparing and selecting among specific technological solutions. Finally,
remarks concerning the applicability of the findings in practice and other decision-making problems
were collected. While for one expert the results were rather specific in the context of e-mobility transport
solutions, others pointed towards their generalizability and adoption to alternative decision-making
contexts. As a whole, they saw the list of attributes and corresponding weights as transparent and
objective support in their decision making, which was up to now mainly driven by intuition and
personal experience.
5. Conclusions and Future Research
In this study, decision making in the selection process of e-mobility transport solutions in MR
was analyzed. From the practitioners’ points of view, several interesting insights were gained. First,
the most decision-relevant attributes for selecting e-mobility transport solutions in MR services were
identified. These attributes offer guidance on what MR services should consider when selecting
new e-mobility technology. Here, we can say that e-mobility transport solutions need to support the
safety of MR personnel and have to be applicable in many different environments. Economic and
sustainability concerns are less of an issue in this context. Second, the perceived importance of the
identified attributes was identified. This can help in creating evaluation tools or other decision-support
tools when facing a selection problem for e-mobility transport solutions. Providers of e-mobility
transport solutions may also benefit from the results as we support them in addressing the specific
needs of the MR services. We make them aware of the fact that MR services devote a lot of attention to
the flexible use of technologies and to a lesser extent to ecological attributes.
From an academic point of view, a major contribution of this study is that it provides the first
analysis of e-mobility for humanitarian and emergency purposes. Our findings enrich the scientific
literature concerning e-mobility selection and lay out an insightful starting point for intensified
research in the field of humanitarian research. In this regard, we provide a comprehensive list of
decision-relevant attributes that equally incorporates aspects of e-mobility and MR services. The BWS
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analysis enabled us to identify attribute weights, which can be used by humanitarian researchers to
assess other technological or equipment-related decision problems in the context of the (mountain)
rescue domain. Furthermore, the separate analyses of the leading and non-leading MR personnel
provided insights into the differences in decision making within voluntary organizations, which is
another clear academic contribution of this study.
Limitations of this study include the fact that the analyzed sample is culturally rather homogenous
and limited to one geographic region. Repeating such technological assessments with other
(humanitarian) organizations in a different cultural or geographical setting might provide further
valuable insights. Furthermore, the circumstance that the focal MR organizations do not face stringent
budgetary constraints might be a limiting factor concerning the generalizability of the achieved
results. Additionally, the vast majority of the participants of this study were male, and potential
variations in the gender distribution in MR services may lead to different results when it comes to
the valuation of assessment attributes. Future work should address this matter by collecting more
gender-balanced samples. Furthermore, the shared values among members in MR services might
be slightly different compared to other emergency organizations, potentially impacting the set of
attributes for selecting e-mobility transport solutions. This could be the subject of future research
where results from similar application studies stemming from other fields, such as first aid, firefighting,
naval rescue, etc., would increase the reach of the derived implications. Additional research topics may
also comprise the analysis of the actual effects of e-mobility transport solutions on the performance
of MR services during field applications and rescue missions once the new technologies are in use.
Further developments in battery capacity and battery weight are needed in order to increase the
attractiveness of e-mobility for MR services. Battery weight plays a crucial role because mountain
rescuers have to carry all necessary equipment on their own. Using light-weight batteries for e-mobility
transport solutions can minimize total equipment weight and extend the operational performance of
MR personnel.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Search string used for initial attribute selection.
Search Criteria Inclusion Criteria
TI = (“E*mob*” OR “electric vehicle*” OR “electric mob*”) Articles clearly focusing on e-mobility.
AND
TI = (“selection” OR “adoption” OR “best*worst” OR “maximum
difference” OR “rescue” OR “humanitarian” OR “first response” OR “first
aid” OR “emergency” OR “mountain” OR “alpine”)
Articles that focus on either technology selection, the BWS research





DOCUMENT TYPES = Article
Only scientific articles published in English.
INDEXES = (“SCI-EXPANDED” OR “SSCI” OR “A&HCI” OR “ESCI”) Articles must be published in journals listed in an established index.
TIMESPAN = All years No restriction on the year of publication.
Supporting data will be made available upon request by the authors.
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